Title: “The Titanic, the Wireless Operator’s Story”
Genre: Interview (Article)
Author: Harold Bride

Title: “Seven Brothers a Family Affair in Saratoga Springs”
Genre: News article
Author: Doug Fox

“We’ve struck an iceberg,” the captain said. "You had better send
out a call for help.”

Seven Brothers has been creating a bit of a buzz since it opened
about a month ago. With an original restaurant in Laie, Hawaii, and
food trucks operating in Arizona and Utah, we went into our
weekend visit prepared for an island, beach vibe — which, let’s face
it, is definitely a dreary inversion mood buster around these parts in
January. We were not disappointed. The decor inside Seven
Brothers included a half-dozen prominently situated surf boards,
colorful beach/ocean photography and a couple big screens that
were actually televising a surfing competition while we were there.

At first none of us was that worried. In, fact we joked about it.
The captain told us we had been struck in the middle of the ship.
The crew had spotted the iceberg, but thought it was further away
than it actually was. When the hit came, it seemed like only a slight
bump, so we didn't think there could be that much damage.
Q: How did the crew first react to the news that their ship had hit an
iceberg?

Title: “How to Plan a Last-Minute Trip to the 2018 Winter
Olympics”
Genre: News Article
Author: Ann Babe
Depending on your sporting interests, the prices vary widely, with
qualifier rounds costing much less than medal events. For women’s
ice hockey, for example, the preliminaries are as little as $23.44 a
ticket, while the gold medal game is $295.03 and up. Some sports,
like bobsleigh, skeleton and luge, have completely sold out already.
Others, like figure skating, are available on an event-by-event basis,
with the most high-profile ones snatched up long ago. Sixty percent
of tickets have been sold, according to Ms. Park’s estimates, so
while plenty remain, it’s best to order as soon as you can.
Q: What percentage of event tickets are already sold?

Q: Where did the restaurant Seven Brothers start?

Title: A Spy in the House
Genre: Novel
Author: Y. S. Lee
“Th-thank you.” She dropped into the nearest seat, a slippery
horsehair chair that immediately attempted to deposit her onto the
floor. She didn’t normally stammer. Never Had. This was a devil of a
time to begin.
Anne poured a third cup of tea and handed it to her. It was a very
warm day, especially up in the attic. As a curl of steam reached her
nostrils, Mary blinked, her nervousness doubling. She was holding a
cup of Lapsang souchony, a tea the ladies generally reserved for
special occasions.
Q: How is Mary feeling? What about her actions lets you know?

